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Because of their higher status, members of national majorities (e.g., linguistic, ethnic, 

or religious) are likely to develop a stronger sense of ownership of the nation than members of 

national minorities (Sidanius, Feshbach, Levin, & Pratto, 1997), which is reflected in a 

stronger attachment to the nation as a whole (e.g., Staerklé, Sidanius, Green, & Molina, 

2010). Accordingly, members of national majorities are expected to hold a stricter conception 

of nationhood, that is to be stricter regarding who should or should not belong to the national 

community (Kunovich, 2009). Based on data from two large surveys (European Social Survey 

[ESS] 2002, International Social Survey Programme [ISSP] 2003), the present study tests this 

expectation by comparing conceptions of nationhood across the two largest linguistic 

subnational groups in Switzerland. 

However, observed differences between the groups can either reflect substantive 

differences or result from measurement artifacts, as distinctive features of the subnational 

groups (e.g., different languages; Davidov & De Beuckelaer, 2010) may impact the 

measurement itself. Therefore, measurement equivalence should be tested for before 

undertaking substantive mean comparisons (e.g., Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998). While 

measurement equivalence testing is frequently carried out in cross-national studies (e.g., 

Davidov, 2009; Reeskens & Hooghe, 2010), it is rarely established when comparing data 

drawn from distinct national subgroups within countries (see, however, Billiet, 2003; Billiet, 

Maddens, & Beerten, 2003). Thus, this study has both a substantive and a methodological 

rationale: Beyond testing the assumption that members of national majorities hold a stricter 

conception of nationhood than members of national minorities, it aims at illustrating the 

necessary steps of analysis–using exploratory and multigroup confirmatory factor analyses–

for conducting valid latent mean comparisons across subnational groups. 

Conceptions of Nationhood 
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In the present study, conception of nationhood refers to the different criteria evoked to 

establish and maintain the boundaries between those who belong to the national community 

and those who do not. The boundaries can be both tangible (e.g., being denied entry into the 

country) and intangible (being dismissed as a true member of the nation). Criteria to define 

such boundaries have been traditionally divided into two categories (Kohn, 1944). On the one 

hand, ethnic criteria entail an ascriptive representation of the members of the nation sharing a 

common ancestry and place of birth (Smith, 1991). Ethnic criteria such as having national 

ancestry or being a member of the main religious group of the nation are hard or impossible to 

obtain. On the other hand, civic criteria entail a voluntarist representation of the nation (Jones 

& Smith, 2001) where being a member of the nation requires adherence to political and 

cultural aspects of the nation (e.g., respecting institutions, speaking the language). Because 

they can be acquired, civic criteria might appear to be less strict than ethnic criteria. However, 

both criteria can be used and mobilized to exclude individuals or groups (e.g., immigrants) 

from the national ingroup (Green, 2009). 

Conception of Nationhood across Subnational Groups: the Example of Switzerland 

Conceptions of nationhood at the country level (e.g., Smith, 1991) are reflected in 

national policies (e.g., naturalization; Brubaker, 1992) that can be described as predominantly 

ethnic or civic. However, no state is purely either ethnic or civic (Kuzio, 2002). Moreover, the 

degree of endorsement of both ethnic and civic criteria varies across individuals and national 

subgroups (Kunovich, 2009). The present study tests the prediction that members of national 

majorities, with higher status due to numerical advantage or better access to resources, hold a 

stricter conception of nationhood than members of national minorities. Because they are 

motivated to maintain restrictive boundaries of the national ingroup to safeguard their 

dominant position (Sidanius et al., 1997), members of national majorities are expected to 

express a stronger adhesion to both ethnic and civic criteria. With clearly distinct subnational 
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groups, Switzerland is a highly relevant context for testing this prediction. Much like in other 

countries with a national majority and minorities (e.g., Staerklé et al., 2010), higher levels of 

blind and uncritical attachment to the nation (e.g., feeling of superiority regarding other 

nations) have been found among the German-speaking majority compared to the French-

speaking minority (e.g., Green, Sarrasin, Fasel, & Staerklé, 2011).
1
 Unsurprisingly, the 

willingness to exclude immigrants (e.g., Kriesi, Wernli, Sciarini, & Gianni, 1996) is also 

stronger in the German-speaking region. Accordingly, higher commitment to both ethnic and 

civic conceptions of nationhood is likely to be expressed by members of the German-speaking 

majority than by members of the French-speaking minority. 

The prediction will be tested with data from two recent large international surveys 

(ESS 2002, ISSP 2003) that included sets of items measuring conceptions of nationhood (see 

Table 1). While the cross-national comparability of these scales have received considerable 

methodological attention (Heath, Martin, & Spreckelsen, 2009; Medina, Smith, & Long, 

2009; Reeskens & Hooghe, 2010), no study, to our knowledge, has so far examined whether 

they can be validly compared or pooled in countries with distinct subnational groups. While 

some common causes of nonequivalence are less likely to be problematic within a country 

(e.g., data collection and sampling methods; Heath et al., 2009), distinctive features of the 

subnational groups, in particular different languages (Davidov & De Beuckelaer, 2010), may 

jeopardize measurement equivalence. 

Measurement Equivalence Testing 

Various methodological and substantive differences between a set of samples under 

study may lead to artificially significant or nonsignificant mean differences (Steenkamp & 

Baumgartner, 1998). Differences can occur in terms of the organization of the survey (e.g., 

responses rates, data collection method or sampling procedures, Heath et al., 2009) but they 

can also be due to either the survey items themselves (i.e., some items do not have the same 
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meaning across the groups) or to response styles (Cheung & Rensvold, 2000). In such cases, 

establishing measurement equivalence is a necessary step prior to comparing or pooling data 

from distinct groups. 

Measurement equivalence is generally established by a hierarchy of tests ordered by 

level of strictness, with the least restrictive level being called configural equivalence. The 

only requirement is a similar pattern of salient and non-salient factor loadings across the 

groups under comparison (i.e., the same items load, and do not load, on the same factors in 

each group). While MultiGroup Confirmatory Factor Analyses (MGCFA) are used to test 

whether configural (and higher forms of) equivalence is reached, it is advised (e.g., by Byrne, 

2010) to study the factor structure within each group before proceeding with MGCFA 

analyses to detect whether the pattern of salient and non-salient factor loadings is similar 

across the groups. For instance, Heath et al. (2009) performed exploratory factor analyses 

(EFA) on the ISSP conception of nationhood scale for each country separately. Results 

showed that the “having the national citizenship” item hampered configural equivalence (see 

also Reeskens & Hooghe, 2010), either by loading on the ethnic factor (i.e., salient loading on 

the ethnic factor and non-salient loading on the civic factor) or cross-loading (i.e., salient 

loading on both factors). The authors explained such variation by the conditions for obtaining 

citizenship, which differ to a great extent across countries (Brubaker, 1992). It is 

recommended to discard items that hamper configural equivalence (see Reeskens & Hooghe, 

2010), as they very likely result in model rejection when using MGCFA. In the current study, 

we examine whether items tapping civic and ethnic conceptions of nationhood respectively 

load on the same factor in the German- and the French-speaking regions of Switzerland. 

The next steps of measurement invariance are directly testable through MGCFA
2
. The 

second and more restrictive level, metric equivalence, requires item loadings to be equivalent 

across groups. Thus, if metric equivalence is established, items displaying strong loadings in 
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one group should display similar loadings in the other group(s) under comparison (Selig, 

Card, & Little, 2008). Partial (rather than full) metric equivalence will be established if at 

least two items per latent variable still display equal factor loadings across groups (Byrne, 

Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989). As full or partial metric equivalence relies on item covariation 

only, comparison of relations between latent variables is possible at this level (Van de Vijver 

& Leung, 1997). We examine the extent to which civic and ethnic item loadings are similar in 

the German- and French-speaking regions in Switzerland. However, comparative studies 

frequently elaborate hypotheses on mean differences–in the present case, a stricter conception 

of nationhood among national majorities than among national minorities–which require not 

only equality of item loadings across groups but also equality of item intercepts. 

Thus, the comparison of latent variable means requires a more restrictive level of 

equivalence, named scalar equivalence, where, in addition, the intercepts of the different 

items measuring the construct(s) are constrained to be equivalent. If scalar equivalence is 

reached, “the pattern of high and low scores on a set of indicators is the same” (Selig et al., 

2008, p. 97). Because of their strictness, scalar equivalence models are hard to reach 

(Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998), and researchers tend to frequently rely on partially scalar 

equivalent scores. While some studies have shown that a subset (i.e., two) of equivalent items 

per concept was sufficient for achieving meaningful latent score comparisons (Baumgartner 

& Steenkamp, 1998; Byrne et al., 1989), other scholars maintain (e.g., De Beuckelaer, 2005; 

Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997) that latent mean comparisons are not fully reliable unless full 

scalar equivalence is reached. As solving this debate is beyond the scope of the present study, 

we adopt the following pragmatic procedure: Before drawing conclusions regarding the 

higher restrictiveness of the national majority compared to the minority, latent means 

obtained from partially scalar equivalent models (where at least two items per civic and ethnic 

construct of nationhood have equal intercepts across groups) will be carefully compared to 
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latent means obtained from fully scalar equivalent models (where all items measuring each 

construct have equal intercepts across groups). 

 

Method 

In both the ESS 2002 and ISSP 2003
3
 we selected data from Swiss citizens living in 

the German- and French-speaking regions. Items are presented in Table 1. 

European Social Survey 2002 

In the European Social Survey (ESS, 2002), respondents had to rate how important 

(from 0 = extremely unimportant to 10 = extremely important) eight characteristics should be 

in deciding whether someone born, brought up, and living outside Switzerland should be able 

to come and live here. Six characteristics from the original scale were considered for the 

present study (two items–“being wealthy” and “having family in the host country”–were 

excluded, as they do not correspond to the ethnic-civic conceptualization; see Green, 2009). 

Our final ESS sample contained 1,748 Swiss citizens (912 females and 836 males), with 

1,350 respondents (77.2%) living in the German-speaking part and 398 respondents (22.8%) 

living in the French-speaking part. Respondents’ ages ranged from 14 to 102 (M = 48.13, SD 

= 17.51). 

International Social Survey Programme 2003 

In the International Social Survey Programme (ISSP, 2003), respondents had to rate 

how important eight characteristics were for being truly Swiss. The ISSP coding (from 1 = 

very important to 4 = not at all important) was reversed so that high scores indicated that a 

characteristic was very important. The final sample contained 902 Swiss citizens (463 females 

and 439 males), with 745 (82.6%) living in the German-speaking part and 157 living in the 

French-speaking part (17.4%). Respondents’ ages ranged from 18 to 96 (M = 50.48, SD = 

17.28). 
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Results 

Description of Analyses 

In a preliminary step, EFA (principal component factor analyses with a Promax 

rotation) were performed with Stata 10.0 to evaluate whether similar factor structures were 

present in the two linguistic regions. Based on suggestions by Van De Vijver and Leung 

(1997), items were standardized within each region prior to analysis. EFA has the power to 

reveal the number and content of the dimensions in each region. However, they do not convey 

the similarity (or congruence) of the factor solution between regions as the spatial orientation 

of factors is arbitrary. This was examined in a second step with Procrustean analysis (or 

targeted rotations; Barrett, 1986). The degree of congruence, that is, the similarity in the 

loading patterns after a rotation to maximize agreement, was estimated with the Procrustes 

statistic provided by Stata (ranging from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating a perfect congruence; 

StataCorp, 2007). Items that loaded on both factors in the EFA (see Table 1) were discarded, 

as they are likely to hamper configural equivalence. 

Next, measurement equivalence across German-speaking and French-speaking Swiss 

samples was tested by means of MGCFA with the Mplus 5.1 software (Muthén & Muthén, 

2008). Items were assigned to factors based on our initial allocation of items to factors and 

consideration of the EFA results. After confirming configural equivalence with MGCFA 

models, item loadings were constrained to be equivalent, thus testing for metric equivalence. 

Where models for metric equivalence adequately fitted the data, scalar equivalence was tested 

for in a further step; in this case, item intercepts were also constrained to be equal across 

linguistic groups. Factor latent means were compared only in case of full or partial scalar 

equivalence. All statistical analyses used in the present study are designed for continuous 

data; however, as responses in ISSP are recorded on four-point scales, MGCFA for ordinal 
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data were also performed (for an application with Mplus, see Davidov, Datler, Schmidt, & 

Schwartz, 2011). Results were similar to those obtained with MGCFA for continuous data. 

Though no absolute rule exists (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Marsh, Hau, & Wen, 2004), 

confirmatory models are usually considered as fitting the data adequately when both the 

comparative fit index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) are higher than .95 and both the 

standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) and root mean square error of approximation 

(RMSEA) are lower than .05 (though values between .05 and .08 are considered acceptable 

by some scholars; for a review see Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003)). 

These indices reveal whether a certain model fits the data; they are however less informative 

regarding the change between two steps in equivalence measurement testing. For this, 

examination of fit indices (Chen, 2007; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) showed that small 

changes (between the steps) in CFI and RMSEA reliably indicate that a further step in 

equivalence is reached. Based on Chen (2007), a stricter level of equivalence was considered 

achieved when both the decrease in CFI was equal to or smaller than .010 and the increase in 

RMSEA was equal to or smaller than .015 (see also Byrne & Stewart, 2006). If fit indices fell 

outside the recommended values, equality constraints on some parameters were relaxed based 

on the modification indices (MI) indicating the possible reductions in chi-square when 

relaxing equality constraints. 

Measurement Equivalence Testing 

European Social Survey. The initial structure was chosen as a function of EFA 

results (see Table 1): Being White and being Christian were assigned to a first ethnic 

dimension and commitment to the way of life, good educational qualifications, speaking the 

language, and work skills were assigned to a second civic dimension. Though commitment to 

the way of life loaded in the EFA to a similar extent on both dimensions in the German-

speaking region, we placed it on the civic dimension in the confirmatory analyses because this 
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item is usually considered as a characteristic that can be acquired (Green, 2009). The 

procrustean analysis yielded strong congruence (Procrustes statistics = .043), indicating that 

the factor solution was similar across the two regions. 

The two first models that tested for configural and metric equivalence resulted in good 

fit indices (see Table 2). Next, the model testing for full scalar equivalence failed to reach an 

acceptable fit as the changes in CFI (.044) and RMSEA (.027) fell beyond the recommended 

criteria (Chen, 2007). The MI showed that the chi-square value could be considerably reduced 

(Δχ2
 = 96.73) if the equality constraint for the intercept of the commitment to the way of life 

item would be relaxed. As a result, partial scalar equivalence was supported by the data: Fit 

indices were acceptable and changes in indices (ΔCFI = .002, ΔRMSEA = .003) were within 

the range recommended by Chen (2007). In a last step, we compared the latent means of 

ethnic and civic conceptions across the two linguistic groups. Changes in fit indices were 

acceptable for all models but were at the limit (i.e., ΔCFI = .010) for both the model 

constraining the two means to equality and the model constraining only the ethnic mean. As 

the changes were considerably larger than for the model constraining only the civic mean to 

equality (ΔCFI = .002, ΔRMSEA = .001), this model was retained for latent mean 

comparison. While adhesion to civic criteria did not differ across the two linguistic groups (κ 

= 6.20, kappa denotes the latent factor mean in CFA notations), German-speaking 

respondents expressed a higher support to ethnic criteria (κ = 2.99) compared to French-

speaking respondents (κ = 2.36). 

International Social Survey Programme. The initial structure was chosen as a 

function of the EFA results (see Table 1): having ancestry, being born, having lived in 

Switzerland for most one’s life, being a Christian, and having Swiss citizenship were assigned 

to a first ethnic dimension. Although previous cross-national studies on the ISSP items 

tapping the conception of nationhood (e.g., Heath et al., 2009; Reeskens & Hooghe, 2010) 
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revealed strong cross-loadings for the “having the national citizenship” item, in the Swiss 

sample this item was clearly a part of the ethnic dimension. Respecting Swiss political 

institutions and laws and being able to speak the language were assigned to a second civic 

dimension. Again, a strong congruence between the factor solutions across the two regions 

(Procrustes statistics=  .047) was revealed. Finally, the “feeling Swiss” item was not used in 

the MGCFA because EFA revealed strong cross-loadings in both linguistic groups. 

Initial models testing for both configural and metric equivalence yielded good fit 

indices (see Table 2). Though the indices obtained for the final model testing for full scalar 

equivalence fell within the acceptable range, the decrease in CFI (.021) exceeded Chen’s 

(2007) recommendations. Based on MI, equality constraints on item intercepts were released 

until the change in CFI compared to the metric equivalence model was equal or smaller than 

.010. Accordingly, intercepts for two items, “have lived in Switzerland” and “being born in 

Switzerland”, were relaxed. The resulting partial scalar equivalence model was supported by 

the data. When comparing latent means, none of the three models with mean equivalence 

constraints (see last three lines of Table 2) showed acceptable change in fit indices: The 

change in CFI for the model that received the better indices, that is, the model constraining 

only the civic mean to equality, was .012. In line with our prediction, it can thus be concluded 

that German-speaking respondents expressed a higher support for both ethnic (κ = 2.93) and 

civic criteria (κ = 3.49) than French-speaking respondents (ethnic: κ = 2.53; civic: κ = 3.21). 

 

Discussion 

The present study demonstrates that, in Switzerland, members of the German-speaking 

majority tend to be stricter than members of the French-speaking minority regarding who 

should belong to the national community. Strict criteria received stronger support from 

members of the national majority than from members of the national minority, but this 
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appeared to be the case only for ethnic criteria in the ESS and for both types of criteria in the 

ISSP. The differences in findings suggest that researchers should be cautious when drawing 

conclusions based on a single dataset. As several explanations can be put forward (e.g., 

similar but not identical questions, a greater number of criteria in ISSP), it is difficult to 

pinpoint the exact reasons for such differences in findings without replication of the analyses 

using different datasets across various points in time. 

Importantly, the results revealed that differences in measurement across subnational 

regions, here in the form of nonequivalent item intercepts, are likely to occur. This confirms 

that testing for measurement equivalence is a necessary step prior to substantive within-

country analyses, as nonequivalence may hamper meaningful comparisons of subnational 

groups’ scores and render the pooling of subnational groups unwarranted. We examine 

potential reasons for nonequivalent item intercepts and whether these nonequivalent intercepts 

were likely to bias the conclusions drawn in the present study. 

Nonequivalent Item Intercepts 

MGCFA analyses revealed that the intercept of the ESS “commitment to the way of 

life” item was not equivalent across regions. As a nonequivalent intercept indicates a 

systematic bias for an item in a group, insight into the causes of such nonequivalence can be 

gained through the examination of specific aspects of each group. In the present case, an 

inaccurate translation (clearly different wording) is likely to have caused the nonequivalent 

intercept. While the German item asks if someone has to adopt (“annehmen”) the Swiss way 

of life when they come and live in Switzerland, the French item includes two verbs: respect 

and integrate (“respecter et intégrer”). Respecting the local way of life does not necessarily 

involve adopting it and is likely to be perceived as a basic requirement to live in any society 

which could plausibly explain the stronger support received for this characteristic in the 

French-speaking sample. 
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While in the present case we can suspect with a certain degree of certainty that 

translation problems are the cause of nonequivalent measurement, the situation might be less 

obvious in other cases. For instance, in the present study, analyses revealed two nonequivalent 

intercepts in the ISSP data. Further inquiries did not highlight translation issues. For such 

unclear cases, methods based on item response theory (IRT) may be used because they 

provide unique information regarding items (e.g., several parameters are estimated per item 

instead of one intercept; Meade & Lautenschlager, 2004), and may provide insight into the 

cause of nonequivalence. 

Comparing Latent Means in Case of Partial Scalar Equivalence 

For both ESS and ISSP models, testing for partial scalar equivalence fitted the data 

better than models testing for full scalar equivalence. The validity of conclusions drawn from 

partially equivalent latent variables is under debate: Some scholars affirm that such 

comparisons are valid (e.g., Byrne et al., 1989), while others have doubts (e.g., De 

Beuckelaer, 2005). We recommend comparing the latent means provided by the models 

testing for full and partial scalar equivalence (for similar suggestions see Chen, 2008). If the 

rank order of the means does not change (i.e., if the means are ordered in the same way), then 

one may rely on the partial scalar equivalence models. Additional analyses (not provided) 

reveal that in both ESS and ISSP data, latent means are ordered in the same way in all 

models: civic criteria receive the strongest support, first in the German-speaking group and 

then in the French-speaking group, followed by support for ethnic criteria, again first in the 

German-speaking group and then in the French-speaking group. 

Conclusion 

Using a Swiss example, the present study demonstrated that testing for measurement 

equivalence is a necessary step prior to comparing or pooling data from distinct subnational 

groups. In the absence of this step, all items in the conception of nationhood scales might 
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have been used to estimate means (i.e., average support to ethnic and civic criteria in the two 

groups). This would have resulted in biased comparisons and conclusions. It is thus crucial to 

examine whether similar factors are present in the groups under study and, in a second step, 

whether measurement can be considered as equivalent across groups. Finally, the findings 

underscore the need to cautiously examine latent means obtained from partially equivalent 

models and compare them to those obtained from fully equivalent models. 
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Notes 

1
 In 2000, 72.5% of the Swiss citizens had German and 21% French as first language 

(Swiss Federal Statistical Office, 2011). The two other official linguistic groups (i.e., Italian, 

4.3%, and Rumantsch, 0.6%) could not be included because the surveys used in the present 

study do not contain a sufficient number of respondents to perform valid comparisons. 

2
 While diverse methods allow the examination of nonequivalence (Hui & Triandis, 

1985; Medina et al., 2009), MGCFA is often considered as most appropriate because “a 

number of specific aspects to the measurement equivalence issue are readily testable within a 

CFA framework” (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000, p. 6). 

3
 Detailed information and data can be freely accessed at 

http://ess.nsd.uib.no/ess/round1/ (ESS) and http://www.gesis.org/issp/issp-modules-

profiles/national-identity/2003/ (ISSP) 
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Table 1 

Factor Loadings for Exploratory Factor Analysis with Promax Rotation by Linguistic Region (ESS 2002 Immigration Criteria; ISSP 2003 

Criteria for Being a “True” Swiss) 

 
Survey and criteria German French 

 Ethnic Civic Ethnic Civic 

ESS 2002     

Being white .90 -.15 .90  

Being Christian .80  .81 .10 

Be committed to the way of life in Switzerland .31 .37 -.17 .72 

Having good educational qualifications -.15 .90  .83 

Being able to speak German, French, or Italian  .82  .72 

Having work skills that Switzerland needs  .80 .12 .75 

ISSP 2003     

Having Swiss ancestry .85 -.11 .86 -.16 

Being born in Switzerland .82  .85 -.10 

Having lived in Switzerland for most of one’s life .72  .59 .18 

Being a Christian .71 -.21 .80  

Having Swiss citizenship .68 .13 .71  

Feeling Swiss .51 .40 .38 .44 

Respecting Swiss political institutions and laws -.16 .85 -.17 .90 

To be able to speak (Swiss languages)  .74  .84 

Note. Loadings below .10 are not displayed. The highest loading per item is in boldface. 
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Table 2 

Fit Indices for Models Testing Configural, Metric, Partial Scalar, Full Scalar, and Latent Mean Equivalence. 

Survey Model Df Chi-square CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR 

ESS Configural 16  97.774 .967 .938 .076 .033 

6 items Metric 20  103.356 .966 .949
a
 .069

a
 .037 

 Partial scalar (1 item relaxed) 23  111.431 .964 .953
a
 .066

a
 .036

a
 

 Full scalar 24  216.479 .922 .902 .096 .080 

 Partial scalar, Civic mean = equivalent 24  116.814 .962 .953 .067 .039 

 Partial scalar, Ethnic mean = equivalent 24  136.652 .954 .943 .073 .046 

 Partial scalar, Both means = equivalent 25  136.727 .954 .945 .072 .046 

ISSP Configural 26  64.181 .974 .958 .057 .030 

7 items Metric 31  72.226 .972 .962
a
 .054

a
 .038 

 Partial scalar (2 items relaxed) 34  78.657 .970 .963
a
 .054 .042 

 Full scalar 36  109.207 .951 .942 .067 .055 

 Partial scalar, Civic mean = equivalent 35  97.008 .958 .950 .063 .043 

 Partial scalar, Ethnic mean = equivalent 35  103.351 .954 .945 .066 .057 

 Partial scalar, Both means = equivalent 36  113.016 .948 .939 .069 .058 
aWhen testing for a stricter level of equivalence, fit indices are expected to worsen (i.e., lower CFI and TLI, higher RMSEA and SRMR). 

However, changes in the other direction (i.e., higher CFI and TLI, lower RMSEA and SRMR) are possible because most fit indices are a function 

of the number of degrees of freedom (see Cheung & Rensvold, 2002, for a detailed explanation).  
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